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CHAPTEP. 25

GODS-ORIGINS

cARoLTNA L ópnz-RUrz

INrnooucrroN: Do OnrcrNs Marrnnl

IN our need to organize the world around us within graspable categories, pinning down
the 'origins' (real or invented) ofany particular thing serves the purpose ofboth clas-

sification and explanation. Scholars of Greek religion in the last decades, however, have

consciously resisted this impulse, after realizing that the enquiry into 'origins' is often a

dead end. It is, unfortunatel¡ the case that, when it comes to the ancient world, ultimate
origins of specific cultural phenomena are usually impossible to retrieve. Moreover,

even when we know them, there is not necessarily an obvious correlation between the
'origin' of the cultural item andits perceived origin,which usuallyplays a greater role in
its reception and history. More importantl¡ it is often not clear how ascertaining ori-
gins explains thefunction of the specific object of enquirywithin its culture. The Greek
gods are no exception and stubbornly elude this type of analysis, since their origins
lie long before the first narrative testimonies about them. Before Homer and Hesiod
(mid to late eighth century ecr), the names of Greek gods only appear listed in the
Mycenaean documentary texts, which provide little information beyond proving that
a god, with his later historical name, existed in Greece at least by the late thirteenth
century scp. Moreover, linguistic, literary, archaeological, and iconographic evidence
contribute in different ways to the understanding of the gods' composite personalities
and trajectories, but not one of these elements in isolation offers a straight answer to the
'origins' question.

The preoccupation with origins has receded since the r96os and 197os, as the study
of ancient myth and religion has moved'from evolutionism to functionalism and from
an interest in individuals and their thoughts to an interest in groups and their needs'
(Graf zoog: r:o). This shift was propelled by the structuralist school,led by lean-Pierre
Vernant (t9t4-zoo7), which emphasized the analysis of the pantheon as a whole and
the structures of meaning that governed its internal dynamics, as opposed to focusing
on individual gods. At the same time, Walter Burkert (t93t-zor5) revived the previous
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attained his ruling position after facing multiple threats since his birth, overcoming

them through violent struggles and wise negotiations. Similar stories of birth, 'early

life', and wandering fill other myths about gods, which we cannot discuss here, but, in
general, these mythical narratives have little to do with the historical, anthropological,

origins ofthe gods.

Furthermore, not all ancient sources (in fact very few) are interested in explaining

the origins of the gods. For instance, although Homer's epics are earlier and are a lit-
erary model for the Homeric Hymns, they portra¡ as it were, a 'later' stage in divine

politics, one in which a stable order of Olympian gods is alreødy in place. The poet

behind either the Iliad or the Odyssey is not interested in divine genealogies, which

are assumed and tied to the established family bonds, while his focus is on the heroes

on earth and how they relate and interact with the gods. Still, some interesting tradi-

tions about the gods'mythological origins occasionally surface in the Homeric poems:

for instance, Aphrodite is the daughter of Zeus and Dione inlhe Iliad (5.r7o-r), unlike

in Hesiod, where she is the daughter of Ouanos (Sky) (Theog. t8S-zo6). Hephaistos

also has a different genealogy in Homer, as the son of Hera and Zeus. In Hesiod, Hera

begets him alone, in response to Athena's birth from Zeus'head (Theog. 924-ù. Finall¡
the sea gods Tethys and Okeanos are, in Homer, the primordial parents of the world

(Il. 4.zot, z46,3oz), signalling a different cosmogony than the one Hesiod followed,

where Earth and Sky become the primordial couple, sharing the first stages of creation

with other entities (Chaos, Eros, Tartaro s, etc.) (Theog. tt6-27) '

Hesiod's Theogony, a poem dedicated specifically to the birth of the gods, illustrates

the point that the Greeks elaborated stories about the gods'origins to make sense of the

gods øs they knew them: anlhropomorphic entities mostly born from other gods in an

undefined time, forming a complicated and growing family group. Tracing their ori-

gins meant glimpsing the world's beginnings. In Hesiod, the earliest components of the

cosmos were (in order of appearance): Chaos, Earth (Gaia), the Underworld (Tartaros),

and Love (Eros); then Darkness (Erebos) and Night (born from chaos), and Aither and

Day (born from Night) (Theog. 116-¡¡). In the idea of the'first elements', the tradition of

theogonic myth is inseparable from cosmogony and from the type of enquiry that also

produced the beginnings of natural philosophy (see López-Ruizzoto 10t-9)'

The issue of divine origins became a central matter of philosophical and theological

speculation among the authors of the so-called Orphic cosmogonies. This corpus is

extremely complicated (see West 1983 for an overview), but it is worth noting that the

Orphic poets and thinkers paid much attention to the etymologies of divine names,

whether real or imagined. They also crafted alternative cosmogonies and theogonies,

including new divine entities (e.g. Protogonos and Phanes), while they positioned Zeus

at the centre of a re-creation of the universe (see Lopez-Ruizzolo: 13o-Zo. On oldversus

new divinities, see also, in this volume, Kearns, Chapter 3).

In the Classical period, when the genre of historical writing begins, we find some

interest in the origins of the gods, but not as much as expected. The best Classical

source for this type of discussion is Herodotos, especially in Book 2.4-64 of his

Histories, in which the historian postulates the non-Greek origins of various Greek
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interests in origins, especially of rituals, while also attending to the importance of

ideological systems u,tä -ythitul structures, (e'g' the dynamics of the gods as a fam-

,ry ,yrä-1. Éurkert also introduced the study of the gods to the fields of biology and

u,'tn,opotogyandpromotedtheexplorationofNearEasterncomparativeevidence.
comparativism has come to the fore also in the studies by Martin west, looking into

both the Indo-European heritage of (west zoog) and Near Eastern influences on the

ancient Greek gods (West rggZ; see, in this volume' Bremmer' Chapter 4o)'

Each of these approaches offers valuable insights, but not necessarily into the

gods,originsproper.Moreimportantl¡modernscholarlyanalysesmightnotnec-
ãssarily ,ãpr.r.ni.'6at Greek worshippers thought at the time about their gods' To

,o-" á"gå., that will always elude ui, but it is, nonetheless, necessary to begin any

discussiJn by considering cosmogonic accounts and other mythical texts, as well as

non-mythical accounts b! fristo.iáns and ethnographers' Second, we should contrast

ancient views to modern åpprou.h.s through which scholars have attempted to recon-

struct the early history of t^he gods out of pieces of evidence and references not available

in antiquity. These modern tools fall, in turn, into three types: linguistic (origins of the

,ru_.r,ìu*el¡ Indo_European, pre-Greek, or other, such as Near Eastern); compara-

tive (e.g. similarities with other godt i.t other cultures); and archaeological (iconogra-

ph¡ cultic activities, etc.).

Aftersurveyingtheseapproaches,threecasestudies(Zeus'Herakles'and
Aphrodite), will exemplify the types of problems and debates surrounding the

.rrq.riry into the goar' originr, und't^he need to combine different types of sources and

disciplines.

Gnnnx PnncnPTroNs

The Greeks told stories about their gods'births, geographical origins, and travels' The

trajectory of the gods (as well as of sacred objects and statues representing them) was

ir,r"purufl. f.om1h.i. personality and status, as we see most explicitly in the Homeric

ny*nr.Gods, like h".à"s, were often imagined to have been born or raised in some

."-ot. place at the fringes of the Greek*oitd, or even outside of it (for instance' Zeus'

birth in crete, Apollo', in D"lor, or Dionysos' wanderings through Asia), only then

establishing theiiplaces of worship. The gods were not perceived as static entities' or

as belongirig to one place, and the way in which they'owned' a place and a cult had

little to do with their 'real origins' (from a modern scholarly standpoint) and more

with the narratives that the cr.lets preferred to tell about the god and the way in which

his identity and authority.\¡/u, .orlrt.ucted through those narratives. For example' in

ttre Homeric Hymn to Apollo,the god is born on Delos to a wandering Leto, thus con-

necting his birth story to the islanã on which one of his most famous sanctuaries later

thrived; his earþ wanderings throughout the Greek world then led him to establishing

his oracle at Delphi (Hymn. Hom. Ap.2t6139). Hesiod's Theogony showcases how Zeus
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beliefs and practices. The most categorical and famous of his statements is that 'the

names of almost all the Greek gods came to Greece from Egypt'-albeit not directly
but through the Pelasgians (a name used by Greeks to denote the indigenous peoples

of prehistoric Greece) (z.5o.z). Exceptions to this rule are, according to him, Poseidon

(whom he traces to Libya, z.5oz1), the Dioskouroi, Hera, Hestia, Themis, the Graces,

and the Nereids (z.5o.t). One can only wish that he had explained what he meant by
'the names' (ta ounomøtø), an issue outside our scope here (see commentary in Asheri,

Lloyd, and Corcella zooT).

Herodotos elaborates this idea in connection with the oracle of Dodona, alleg-

edly introduced by priestesses from Egyptian Thebes (z.st-+).Besides that, he con-

siders Herakles to be, originall¡ an Egyptian god (2.a3-$, the same worshipped by

Phoenicians in Tyre and Thasos (2.44) (meaning Tyrian Melqart, to whom Herakles

was assimilated), and believes that the seer Melampous learned the worship of Dionysos

from the Phoenicians who came with Kadmos to Boiotia (2.+g.ù. Similarl¡ Herodotos

traces Aphrodite to the 'Heavenly Aphrodite' of the Phoenicians from Askalon (i.e.

Ashtart/Astarte) (r.lol.¡), from where she was brought to Greece via Cythera (on which
see Aphrodite: A Cypro-Phoenician Goddess and her Names', below ). The historian,

fìnall¡ attributed the'stabilization' of the Greek pantheon to the poetry of Hesiod and

Homer (2.53).

Herodotos' enquiries are the best example of how the Greeks, not unlike modern

scholars, reached their own conclusions, informed by available sources and through a
collage of synchronic perceptions and deductions, whether these contained'scientific'

truths or not. Herodotos also shows that, whenever the Greeks were in contact with
other peoples, the process of interpretatio was bound to take place, whereby the Greeks

drew comparisons between their own gods and those of others: Demeter and Isis,

Dionysos and Osiris, Aphrodite and Astarte, Zeus and Amon, Zeus and Baal, Herakles

and Melqart, and so on. Herodotos also views the rites he observed in Egypt as equiva-

lent to Greek rituals. This does not mean he overlooked cultural differences, since his

observations often dwell on stark contrasts of conduct and customs. Nonetheless, when

it came to the gods and their rituals he noted that there was a tendency to draw com-

mon denominators, whether Egyptian or Greek names were used. Hence, the gods and

their perceived origins served as loci that facilitated the ongoing processes of cultural
exchange.

There are also cases in which the introduction of new gods falls within historical
times (see, in this volume, Anderson, Chapter zr). The cult to the Anatolian 'Great

Mother', the goddess Kybele, was adopted in the Greek world in the sixth century nce ,

and she maintained an Asiatic' exotic identity even when she was partly assimilated

into Greek mother-goddess figures such as Gaia and Demeter. The god Asklepios was

introduced in Athens in 4zoh9 scE from his famous cult in Epidaurus. The tragedian

Sophokles, apparentl¡ temporarily hosted the live snake that represented the new-

comer (Parker ry96 ry). The inauguration of a cult to the Thracian goddess Bendis

in the Piraeus is alluded to at the beginning of Plato's Republic $zïa), and attested

in other sources. Adonis, Aphrodite Ourania, and the thiøsos (drinking association)
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of Sabazios were other cults introduced by Cypro-Phoenician settlers in Athens and
slowlytaken up bythe Greekpopulation (Parker 1996: 16o-r).

In Hellenistic times, when Greek culture spread throughout the Near East, the pro_
cess of interpretatio was part and parcel of the cultural encounters between Greeks
and others, with whom they shared a polytheistic system with a daunting capacity for
expansion. In some areas of Hellenistic Egypt, Demeter was worshipped as Isis; but Isis
hersell in her Egyptian form, was also accepted in the Greek and Roman worlds dur-
ing this period (fohnston 2oo4i ro4-5; stephens zoo5). we even have cases of the intro_
duction of new composite, gods in the Greek pantheon, such as Serapis in Alexandria,
usually attributed to the deliberate agency of the first Macedonian king in Egypt,
Ptolemy I Soter, in order to facilitate Greek-Egyptian cultural integration. The reality
behind this event, however, is more complex, as the osiris-Apis composite god in his
Egyptian version was already worshipped by the Hellenomemphites (Greeks settled at
Memphis) before the Ptolemies, where it coexisted with the Hellenized Serapis (Moyer
zott: t 47-8; see also, in this volume, Kleibl, Chapter 4r).

Regarding the origins of the Olympian gods and the host of gods of the 'older genera-
tions' (primeval and nature gods, nymphs, etc.), it is a small consolation that the Greeks
themselves were as ignorant as we are, if not more. They too projected into the remote
past deductions from the present configuration of things, constructing continuities
that were, more often than not, fantastic or inaccurate.

MoonnN ENeurRrES

Two developments in the history of scholarship have changed the field of classics and
greatly expanded the horizons of early Greek civilization, offering new insights into the
Greek pantheon: frrst, the development of comparative linguistics since the late eight-
eenth century situated Greek in the family of the Indo-European languages. Second,
the decipherment of the Linear B script in the r95os demonstrated that the late Bronze
Age Aegean was Greek-speaking, pushing back by over four centuries the first testi-
monies of the Greek language, to about the thirteenth century sce if not before. The
earliest testimonies of Greek were, until then, the poems of Homer and Hesiod and the
roughly contemporar¡ early alphabetic inscriptions from the mid-eighth century ncr
onwards. So what do these sources tell us about the gods'origins?

Beginning with this second development, Mycenaean Greek texts provide the oldest
attestation of the Greek gods. These documents, however, are not literary but exclu-
sively administrative: they are the records of the Mycenaean palaces, with lists of prop-
erties, offerings, labour forces, taxes, and so on. This means we have only bare names,
listed in relation to offerings, but no information about their functions or qualities
(see ventris and chadwick 1956). Moreover, only about one third of the Greek gods
of the Archaic and Classical period appear in these documents. The gods listed in the
Linear B tablets whose names survived into historical times are: Ares (and a goddess
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Areja), Artemis, Dionysos, Eileithya, Enyalios, Erinys, Hephaistos, Hera, Hermes, the

Mother of the Gods, Poseidon (with a feminine counterpart Posidaeja), the Winds, and

Zeus (with a feminine counterpart Diwija). There are also names of independent gods

that become epithets in later religion (e.g. Enyalios, Potnia, Paion). Hera, also, might

have been originally a title for one or multiple goddesses, from the same word as 'hero'

(heros,itself of unclear origin) (Dowden zooT: 48). She might not have always been the

consort of Zeus, and alternatives occasionally appear: in Homer's lliød (5.ryo-r) Dione

is his wife, a consort attested in a cult at Dodona (this or another Dione is mentioned in
Hesiod's Theogony ry).lHer name is, strictly speaking, an equivalent of that of Zeus: lit-
erall¡ she is 'Ms Zeus' (like the Mycenaean Diwija). In lhe Homeric Hymn to Apollo

r-r3, to give another variant, Leto is the official consort of Zeus on Olympos'

More striking than the continuities are the absences from these texts, specifically

of the principal 'Pan-Hellenic' gods Aphrodite, Apollo, Athena, and Demeter. This

does not exclude the possibility that they were already part of the pantheon of some

Greek community not represented in these texts. However, as we shall see, Aphrodite
may well be a goddess imported from the Levant or Cyprus in the Iron Age. Apollo
is often also considered a relatively 'young' god, whose name resists analysis. One

hypothesis connects it with the apellø, a warrior gathering in some Greek states

(Dowden zooT: 49). Once idealized as the living image of the young Greek athlete

(Graf zoog: r7z-7), Apollo's character is complex and his multiple spheres of jurisdic-

tion (music, plague, prophec¡ purification, healing, the sun) make him akin to both

Indo-European and Near Eastern deities, especially to the West Semitic pestilence-god

Resheph and to Egyptian solar divinities (Burkert ry85 t43-9; West 1997: 55; Dowden

zooT: 48-5r; Graf zoog: t3o-42). As for Athena, she is, in all likelihood, a pre-Greek

goddess, probably attached from her very beginning to the name of the city of Athens
(Athena), as she already appears in Mycenaean as øtana potinija,'Lady of Athana (i.e.,

Athens)' (Burkert 1985 49;Deacy zooS: tl-++). Demeter's origins might be quite old, if
her name can be analysed as da-meterlmqter,'Mother Goddess', understandingthe da

as some form for'earth', although its equivalence with Gaia and Ge is not as straight-

forward linguistically as it might appear. Poseidon may have originally been the con-

sort of Demeter, if his name is analysed as containing the same element, Potei-da-on

(Dowden zooT:48).

Despite its limitations, the Mycenaean evidence has shaken some previous assump-

tions about the formation of the Greek pantheon: Apollo, traditionally perceived

as the 'quintessential' Greek god, is absent, while Dionysos, already considered an

imported and exotic god by the Greeks, turns out to be among the old Mycenaean gods.

The ambivalent god of wine was 'structurally' foreign, as required by his qualities as

an outsider who brought a necessary degree of relief and disorder to the communi-
ties by means of wine, drama, and initiation rites (Seaford zoo6; Dowden zooT: 48; cf.

Burkert ry85 t6t-7). Otherness was a function of his identity in Classical times, not of
his historical origins. Finally, little can be said about other principal gods, including
Artemis, Hermes, and Hephaistos, Their names are obscure and there is no ancient lore

about their origins beyond their mythical birth stories. Scholarship, therefore, tends to
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set aside the question of their'ultimate origins'and focus instead on their characteriza_
tions and cults (Dowden 2oo7:48; for Artemis, Dowden 2oo7: st-z u"a grr.L..rr9gì,
r4g-s2tfor Hermes, Burkert ry81 156-7).

The Greek pantheon as we know it, therefore, was neither 'set' in the late Bronze Age
nor completely unfamiliar, as quite a degree of continuity is evident. In fact, the pai_
theon was never completely'set', as local constellations of gods varied in conflguraiion,
and even in historical times the pantheon continued to expand. The idea of the'Twelve
Gods' or Dodekatheon was itself unstable (it does not 'work' unless main deities are
excluded) and seemingly a relatively late construction, possibly based on Anatolian
models (Dowden 2oo7i 43-4;Bremmer zotoa:6).

To the epigraphical testimony provided by the late Bronze Age and Archaic texts,
we can add a different type of 'linguistic archaeology' provided by the field of his-
torical linguistics. This discipline has the unique potential to reach independent
conclusions about the gods' origins. To simplify the working principle, if the name
of a god can be traced to a pre-Greek Indo-European formation (by comparison
with other Indo-European languages), it can be argued that the divinit¡ along with
that name, came to the Hellenic peninsula with the Greek speakers sometime in the
early second millennium ncr (as opposed to having been independently formed in
Greece or imported later). The case of Zeus provides a good example: his name is
clearly Indo-European, from the root *djew-/diw- thatalso lies behind our word 'day'.
However, Zeus is really unique in his straight-forward 'Indo-Europeanness', and his
clear-cut linguistic genealogy does not completely match his historical personality
(see 'Zeus: More than an Indo-European sky-God', below). It is also interesting that
the Greeks did not use the common word for'god' in the Indo-European languages,
that is, the one used in Latin (deus) and derived from the same root as 'day'. while
Greek maintains an adjective dios lor'brilliant, divine', their word for 'god' (theos) is
related to the word for 'sacred', and has cognates only with Indo-European languages
attested in western Asia and Anatolia (Armenian, Lykian, Lydian, and Luwian;
Bremmer zoroa: r).

other, more obscure deities, have Indo-European names; examples include Zeus'
consort in Boiotia, called Pløtaiø,'Broad', with parallels in the vedas, and Helen, who
was worshipped in sparta since the Bronze Age and, some think, may be traced to a
'sun-maiden' divinit¡ from the same root as helios (Bremmer zorca: rz).To these we
can tentatively add the name of Demeter and the Mycenaean goddess potnia, 'mis-
tress', from a root*pot- (cf. Greekposis, 'master', Latin potis, 'able', 'empowered') also
present in the name of Poseidon. As an epithet, the title is, in historical times, attached
to Athena, Hera, Demeter, and other goddesses. In turn, a subset of Greek gods classi-
fied as Indo-European have, as names, Greek words proper, usually divinizations and
personifications ofnaturalphenomena, such as Helios (sun), Eos (Dawn), Nyx (Night),
Hypnos (Sleep), Thanatos (Death), to mention but a few (see Stafford and Herrin
zoo5). Still, from the plethora ofpersonified divinized elements attested in Hesiod and
Homer, only Helios (sun) and Eos (Dawn) have a traceable Indo-European lineage
beyond Greek culture (West zoog: t94-zz7).
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Lane Fox 2oo8i 242-58), and his voice and weapons are thunder; Baal's sister 4n",
holds a prominent place in the pantheon (though not as his partner, like Hera); ¡n¿
he himself is the son of El/Ilu, a supreme older god, equated in antiquity with Cronus.

One of Zeus'most common epithets is 'cloud-gatherer' (nephelegereta), which mirrors

the epithet of Baal as the'cloud-rider' (rkb'rpt).In turn, similar epithets are used f6¡

the North-West Semitic storm-god Adad (Haddad), a variant of Baal, such as 'lord of
lighting' or 'establisher of clouds' (West 1997: rt5, 295, 4oo, n.i5 Brown zoori L4s-7).

The fact that Zeus was born and reared on Crete, according to the main tradition (Hes.

Theog. 453-9r), also situates him on an off-centre crossroads between the Near East

and Greece. (For discussion of other non-Greek epithets of Zeus, see, in this volume,

Bremmer, Chapter 4o.)
In Greek literature and mytholog¡ therefore, the personality and attributes of Zeus

are far less determined by the Indo-European vertical (diachronic or genealogical)

connection to a 'Bright Sky' or 'Day' deity than by the horizontal (synchronic or his-

torical) line that connects him to the other Near Eastern heads of pantheons. Those

were his true peers, in a network not unlike that of the city-state kings who partook in
the eastern Mediterranean cultural and economic koine in the late Bronze Age, and

who called each other'brother'.

HnnaxLES: A PnN-MEDTTERRANEAN Frcunn

Even more than his father Zeus, Herakles is a character that resists clear classifica-

tion as Indo-European. While the Greeks analysed his name as Herø-kle(o)s, having

something to do with Hera and her'glory' or'fame' (kleos),this is probably an artificial
etymology for what is most likely an originally non-Greek name (Burkert 1985: zro).

Born in Thebes from the union of Zeus with a mortal woman, his wanderings and col-

ourful exploits made him a truly pan-Mediterranean hero, accepted on Olympos as a

god after his death. Herakles absorbed the attributes and stories of many other local
heroes and gods throughout the Mediterranean, and he might have originated from
a non-Greek figure to begin with. It has been suggested, for instance, that Herakles

stemmed from the chief Mesopotamian god of the Underworld, Nergal, who was also

called Erakal and'Lord of Erkalla (the Great City)'. Not only is Herakles quite at home

in the Underworld in his several incursions there, but Nergal is often represented with
a lion, bow, and club, like the Greek superhero. It is also evident that some motifs in
Herakles' myths have precedents in the Near East, such as that of a hero fighting a

seven-headed snaky monster (similar to the Hydra), which appears in Mesopotamian
and Ugaritic iconography. The Babylonian god Marduk, in turn, fights and kills twelve

enemies inthe Enuma Elish,the same number as Herakles'labours (though this num-
ber also has independent astrological connotations). His similarities with Babylonian
hero-king Gilgamesh are also remarkable. They were both partly assimilated to Nergal,

they both killed monsters, and they both travelled to the edges of the known world and
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To sum up, our scholarly traditions have strongly attributed to Greek culture an

Indo-European inheritance, but we have to acknowledge the fact that only a small

part of the Greek pantheon can be traced to a pre-Greek, Indo-European milieu'

ïhi, i, a problem only if we insist on equating linguistic kinship or genealogy with

cultural trajectories and even ethnic ident\ties. The Greek language might be essen-

tially Indo-European, but Greek culture or rather cultures took form in an east-

ern Mediterranean context, in contact with both a pre-Greek Aegean substratum

and with Near Eastern civilizations (Arvidsson zoo6: t-62;Lopez-Ruiz zoro: 8-16)'

The closest Indo-European peoples they interacted with were Anatolian (Hittites'

Luwians, Lykians, andlthers), who were themselves culturally integrated within the

Mesopotamian and Levantine realms. Both Greek and Anatolian cultures defy the

rigid classifications of historical linguistics that are sometimes used to delimit and

se"parate cultural entities. The Greek gods indicate the contrar¡ that the borders of reli-

giãus identities are porous and malleable and change over time, and they do not neces-

sarily follow our modern discipline-oriented categories'

Znusz Monn THAN AN INDo-EunoPEAN
Sxv-Goo

As already mentioned, Zeus is the standard-bearer of the Indo-European component

ofthe Greek pantheon. It is indeed significant that the head ofthe pantheon and'king

of the gods', ù.urc u clearly pre-Greek name of Indo-European stock' The 'day-god' or

'rt y-goa' has left traces in many Indo-European cultures: examples are Dyaus pitar

(Indic sky-god), )upiter or Diespiter (Roman sky-god), the Germanic *Tiwaz (which

lies behind our Tues-døy), as well as the word for'day' in Latin (dies) and the Greek

word eudiø('good weather') (Burkert ry85: tz5-6;Dowden zoo6:9-ro' zooT: 48)'

However, Zeus' 'true origin' as an Indo-European sky-god does not faithfully cap-

ture his character's development in historical times, when his assimilation into the

contemporary storm-god figures of adjacent Mediterranean cultures is most salient'

Zeus indeed shared with the Near Eastern storm-gods a similar place in what was a

dominant mythical and theological structure: a 'succession of gods', in which the

youngest generation of weather-gods overcomes the older gods and monstrous ene-

miesãnd establishes a new order (López-Ruiz zoto:84-tz9). Allegedl¡ Zeus' image

as a storm-god who rides the clouds and wields lightning is more dominant than his

image as a deity of the 'Day' or Sky'. He is the 'lighten et' (asteropetrâs), and thunderbolts

are the 'missiles/shafts of great Zeus' (Hes. Theog' ZoZ-8)' Zeus shares attributes' rank'

iconographic and literary i-ug.t with his counterparts' namely Hurro-Hittite Teshub

utd Tãrh,m (Luwian Tarhunt), Mesopotamian Marduk, but perhaps especially with

Canaanite Baal: in the Ugaritic texts Baal dwells on the summit of a mountain to the

north, Mt Saphon (Mt Kasios for the Greeks), like Zeus on Olympos (Brown zooti 47-9;
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derived cyprogeneia, 'born on cyprus'. Hesiod, Homer, and the Homeric Hymn to
Aphrodite assume these connections, as do later authors (e.g. Hdt. r.ro5.z_3). But it is
Herodotos who introduces another important referent for Aphrodite's early history,
namel¡ her identification with the Phoenician Love- and Sex-Goddess Ashtart (cf. also
Paus. r.t4.7). Thus, when the historian and ethnographer talks about the great antiquity
of the temple of 'Heavenly Aphrodite' in Askalon, he remarks that it is 'the oldest of
all the temples of the goddess, for even the temple in Cyprus originated from there'.
Herodotos is referring to the temple of Phoenician Ashtart, which he then specifically
ties with the Greek cult, adding, 'as for the one on cythera, it was phoenicians who
founded it, who came from this same land of syria' (Hdt. r.ro5.3, mytranslation).

The two goddesses were identifìed early on, and, indeed, phoenician Ashtart was
exported to Cyprus, as attested epigraphically and archaeologically at Kition since the
end ofthe ninth centuryec¡ and later at Paphos (Lipinski tgg2,srr.Astarté). Her sanctu-
ary and cult in that city achieved widespread fame well into Roman times (see e.g. Hom.
Od.8.16z-Z; Hom. Hymn Aph. 58-67; Paus.r.r4.7; Diod. Sic. 5.75.ù.Thelinkbetween the
goddess and Paphos is also reflected in the story of King Pygmalion (same as Phoenician
Pumayyaton), who fell in love with a statue, which the goddess brought to life, and with
whom he begot a daughter called Papho s (Ov. Met. rc.243-97).

The goddess'connectionwith cythera, however, is more elusive. rnhisTheogony $92-6),
Hesiod made the goddess stop first at Cythera and then arrive at her main religious centre
on Cyprus. A temple dedicated to her and mentioned in later sources (Paus. 3.23.r) has been
'located tentatively' near the acropolis of the city of Cythera (Asheri, Lloyd, and Corcella
zooT: 55), but a Phoenician foundation (as per Herodotos' testimony) cannot be ascer-
tained, and it is not likely that her cult there predates the epithet. Again, a Levantine con-
nection might be at play. Sometime before Hesiod, the Greeks may have adopted the name
ortitle ofa Phoeniciangoddess, formed afterthe Semitic Craftsman-God KotharorKuthar
(cf. Ugaritic Kothar-wa-Hasis). This god was identified with Hephaistos in antiquity, which
would explain the rare myth in which Aphrodite is Hephaistos' wife (od. s.266166).
This feminine divine title (Kutharþ or the like), in time, would have been re-analysed as
Cythereia and reinterpreted as related to the island of Cythera (West ry97:56-7).

Moreover, Aphrodite's association with Ouranos also points to a Phoenician con-
nection. The goddess is commonlyreferred to and worshipped as'HeavenlyAphrodite'
(Ourania) in Greek epigraphical and literary sources (e.g. Herodotos, Plato, Pausanias),
an aspect that squarely matches the enthronement of Semitic Ashtart as 'Queen of
Heaven' in the Levant. This characterization invited philosophical speculation about
the existence of two different types of Aphrodite: a'heavenly'one, representing sub-
lime love, and a more earthly one, representing 'lower' sexual needs, including prosti-
tution. The first one was Aphrodite Ourania and the second was called Pandemos, 'of
all the people' (e.g. Pl. symp. rSod) (see Rosenzweig zoo4: chs z and s). The Levantine
'vein'of Aphrodite also partly clarifies her connection with Adonis (e.g. Apollod. Bibt.
3.14.4; ov' Met. rc.5o3-ßg).The'dying and rising' youth and beloved of the goddess
shares essential features with Babylonian Dumuzi/Tammuz (Burkert r9g5: r77), and his
cult flourished in Byblos and Cyprus (both within the Phoenician orbit), from where
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entered the Underworld. As with other figures discussed here, the Near Eastern fea-

tures of the hero-god are not necessarily incompatible with his roots in Indo-European

lore: for instance, the Vedic figure Indra or Trita fought a three-headed monster and

carried away cattle that were hidden in a cave, a striking parallel to Herakles' capture of
the cattle of the three-headed Geryon (for the comparative evidence, see Burkert 1979:

Z8-88; West 1997: 458-72). Herakles, therefore, is a good example of a pre-historic fig-

ure of 'agglutinating' characteristics, all contributing to his'mythical DNA, as it were,

rendering our linguistic and cultural demarcations obsolete.

ApHnoDrrE: A Cvpno-PnonNrcrAN
Goopnss AND HER NevrEs

The earliest extant account of the birth of Aphrodite is in Hesiod's Theogony t8i-2o6,
where she emerges from the foam produced by Ouranos' severed genitalia thrown
into the sea after Cronus castrated him. Her birth by parthenogenesis from Ouranos
(Sky), however, does not agree with the version in the Homeric poems, in which she

is assumed to be the daughter of Zeus (she is called dios thygater), and in which her

mother, mentioned in only one passage, is Dione (see section 'Greek Perceptions'; 11.

5.77o-r; cf. also Apollod. Bibl. 4.1. Some scholars rely on Aphrodite's relationship to

Zeus in Homer, and on comparative evidence, such as the Ushas ofthe Sanskrit hymns

of the Rrg Veda, to argue for her origin in an Indo-European Dawn-Goddess, who is

known for her celestial connotations and her sensual beauty. A goddess such as this
could have later bifurcated in Greek religion into two goddesses, Eos (Dawn) and

Aphrodite (Cyrino zoro 4-5). Following in Hesiod's footsteps, others have accepted

the alleged link between Aphrodite's name and the Greek aphro\'foam', and to an

older Indo-European root for'foam' or'cloud' (cf. Indic *øbrhø), to which the suffix
dj- (same as in Greek dios/dia) would have been added, either related to 'brightness' or

directlyto the name of Zeus (Cyrino zoto:26).

On the other hand, close connections were drawn already in antiquity between

Aphrodite and the Phoenician Love-Goddess Ashtart (Gr. Astarte). This has led schol-

ars to attempt to explain her name from the Semitic standpoint. It is possible, some pos-

tulate, that the name Aphrodite'was simply'the way Greeks got their mouths around

some form of the Phoenician goddess Astarte' (Dowden zooT: 48 cf. Cyrino zoro: z6).

Relying on the goddess' association with Cyprus and the Phoenicians, Martin West

(zooo) has proposed connecting the name with a hypothetical Cypro-Phoenician

cultlitle prøzit (or the like), from a Canaanite word prøzi 'country-town' ('Lady of the

Villages'?). Be that as it ma¡ the name is originally not Greek, and all other evidence

points to Aphrodite's genesis in the Levant or Cyprus.
A constant in the figure of Aphrodite is the geographical connection with the islands

of Cyprus and Cythera. This is reflected in her epithets Cypris and Cythereia, and the
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Indo-European cachet, or an exclusively Near Eastern one, or would see Aphrodite as

a Phoenician goddess above all. Even knowing the layers ofboth Indo-European and
Near Eastern aspects that formed the gods' characters, both figures were ultimately
as Greek as Greek could be, because being 'Greek' encompassed precisely the kind of
cross-cultural contact that produced such complex figures. The Greeks not only appro-
priated foreign elements and integrated them in their own discourse of cultural iden-
tit¡ but also hyper-characterized elements of their culture as'foreign'even when they
were strictly not, or when they had been well integrated into their religious landscape.

Gods such as Dionysos and Aphrodite are good examples of the productive ambiva-

lence of this self-conscious exoticism.

All in all, there are multiple ways in which modern scholars might hypothesize a

god's origins. The Greeks'own perception of their gods can be scrutinized through his-
toriographical and literary testimonies, while independent, modern conclusions might
be reached through historical linguistics, archaeological evidence, inscriptions, ico-
nograph¡ comparative mythology and literature, and anthropology. Our knowledge

of the early history of the Greek gods will advance only through the collaboration and

debate among different disciplines and methodologies. And even so, as the cases dis-
cussed in this chapter show we can reach only partial and composite views about the
Greek gods, which do not necessarily do justice to the local and synchronic perception
ofa god or goddess.

SuccnsrnD READTNG

For general topics and authors, consult entries in OCD and NP. For early iconography of the
gods, consultlIMCandGantzryg3. For Linear B and origins, see Rougemont 20o5, Bremmer
zotoa'. z-6. For a compendium of Indo-European mythological and poetic motifs, see West
zoo9. A basic source for Greek religion is still Burkert 1985, but Parker zou offers new per-
spectives. Parker 1996 is a thorough study ofAthenian religion, with chapter 9 focusing on
the introduction of new gods. On the gods, see also essays in Bremmer and Erskine zoro. For
divine personifications in the Greek world, consult Stafford and Herrin zoo5. Recent stud-
ies of several gods have appeared in the Routledge series 'Gods and Heroes of the Ancient
World', bringing up to date the scholarly discussion about Zeus (Dowden zoo6), Dionysos
(Seaford zoo6), Athena (Deacy zoo8), Apollo (Graf zoog), Aphrodite (Cyrino zoro), and
Herakles (Stafford zorz).
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it was later adopted in Athens and Alexandria (Parker l996 16o; cf. also Brown 1995:

245;WesÍry97:57).
The ancient identification of Aphrodite with Semitic Ashtart explains some of the

accents of the Love-Goddess, such as her occasional portrayal as'Mistress of Beasts', as

when she strides across Mount Idawithwildbeasts in theHymnto Aphrodite (68-zò,and

as a potential Warrior-Goddess (e.g. in Hom. Il. 5.352-43o,where she is, however, scorned

as unfit for battle). The Semitic goddess, indeed, encompassed these features, as did

her counterparts, Mesopotamian Ishtar and Egyptian Isis. But the realms of the wild

and weapons were, in Greece, usually allocated to the figures of Artemis and Athena.

Furthermore, the ancient belief that there existed institutionalized sacred prostitution

at Aphrodite's sanctuaries in Corinth (mentioned only by Strabo 8.6.2r (C 379)) may also

derive from her general identification with Near Eastern sex-goddesses, whose temples

included prostitutes, as noted by ancient sources (e.g. Shamhat in the Epic of Gilgamesh,

Tablets I-II; Hdt. r.r99; Euseb. Vit. Const.3.55, 3.58). Once more, Cyprus might provide

the missing link, since the cult of the Greek and Semitic goddess overlaps there. Finally,

Aphrodite shares with Ashtart the protection of seafarers (Aphrodite is called Limenia,

Euploia, Pontia, etc.) and with doves, among other things (see West ry97:56-7 and Budin

zoq).
We may close the discussion on Aphrodite by revisiting Hesiod's 'birth story'

(Theog. r89-zoo) in light of the above factors. The main components of his account,

namel¡ her descent from Ouranos, her emergence from the foam around his geni-

tals, and her connections with the two islands, seem to be deliberate explanations of
her already obscure or misunderstood name and epithets, and how they relate to her

birth, the geography ofher cult, and her personality. The epithet Cythereia, whatever

its origins, was, by Hesiod's time, understood as pertaining to the island of Cythera,

while Aphrodite's connection with Cyprus was prominent and historically accurate.

The name Aphrodite' was obscure to the Greek speakers, so its resemblance to 'foam'

(aphros) was creatively mythologized by Hesiod (or others before him). Her birth from

Ouranos was probably a way of integrating her title Ourania, 'Heavenly', within the

theogonic scheme, while the explanation of her parthenogenesis through the severed

genitals in the sea allowed for an ingenious integration of the 'foam' etymology and her

connections with the sea, and even for a pun on genitals and flirtatious smiles (Theog.

zoo). In other words, Hesiod tries to resolve poetically the thorny questions about ori-
gins that the modern scholar tries to resolve scientifically; all the while both theories

remain quite removed from historical (or prehistorical) origins.

CoNcrusroN

It is apparent that, even when a hypothesis is advanced about the origins of a god's

name, myth, or cult, we should avoid taking up an essentialist or reductionist posi-

tion. Such a position would, for instance, ascribe for Zeus either an exclusively
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HEROES-LIVING OR DEAD?

GUNNEL EKROTH

INrnooucrroN: Dnap BUT Drvrirn

A Greek hero had been a living character, either in myth or realit¡ but only once

dead did his career as a cult recipient begin. After death the hero could interact with
the living, help and grant requests, or become angry and dangerous and be in need

of appeasement. Heroes could even manifest physically among the living and, in this
sense, a hero had a life after death. Such circumstances affect the relation of heroes to

gods, the ordinary dead, and their worshippers, but also our perception ofthese beings.

For an ancient Greek, this issue would probably have been irrelevant, but modern
scholarship has to grapple with the fact that heroes encompass aspects of both immor-
tality and mortalit¡ and are connected to both gods and men.

The ancient evidence for hero-cults consists ofliterary sources, inscriptions, archae-

ological evidence, and iconography (Ekroth zooT).To begin with, modern scholarship
was indiscriminate in its use of sources for the study of hero cult. Information derived
from Greek, Roman, and Byzantine authors, as well as scholia, lexicographers, and
grammarians were mixed up, with little consideration of differences in time and char-
acter of the sources, or of the changes that may have taken place, producing a skewed

image of heroes and their cults. The increasing incorporation of epigraphical and
archaeological evidence has led to a re-evaluation ofthe often static and standardized
image presented in modern handbooks, and recognition of the rich diversity and con-
tinuous developments of heroes and their cults.

THn SrcNrprcANCE oF DEATH

The overriding concerns in the study of Greek heroes have been the role of death in
the perception ofthese figures, and how to orient heroes between gods and ordinary
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